This essay addresses one element of the ongoing process of moving image culture "going digital", a process which includes the move to digital terrestrial broadcasting, the introduction of the digital video recorder, and the shift to digital formats in theatrical film exhibition. Specifically, I would like to explore some of the promotional strategies associated with the recent shift from cathode-ray tube to flat panel display technologies, not only in domestic television receivers, but also in flat panel displays outside the home ranging in scale from hand held devices to massive electronic billboards in public venues. If historical periods of traumatic technological change like our own throw into relief the competing interests and strategies of dominant market players, they also suggest the ways in which the rhetoric of technological novelty can obscure some enduring habits of thought in the manner in which media change is understood. To explore this tension between novelty and continuity, I want to examine some of the ephemeral, self-serving advertising and promotional texts created by the wouldbe architects of contemporary technological transformation. LG's marketing brief was simple: despite producing more flat panel displays than any other firm, the South Korean company faced low name recognition in a market of declining opportunities for product differentiation, and the campaign thus aimed to build brand identity across its entire flat-screen business rather than promote any specific product. The result, in the form of a 30-second commercial, it evokes a seemingly infinite and sometimes vertiginous recession across eight flat screens ranging in scale from mobile phone to Jumbotron, in tracking the quotidian circular journey of its walking woman protagonist across a series of domestic and public spaces. While evoking Anne Friedberg's 19 th century urban flaneuse across a city-symphony day-in-the-life landscape accented by a variety of electronic screens (a sort of Vertovian The Woman with the Cell Phone Camera), its female protagonist nevertheless remains strikingly solitary and self-absorbed as she moves across the disparate domestic and ano 2 número 3 17 revista brasileira de estudos de cinema e audiovisual | janeiro-junho 2013 public spaces of daily life. Somewhat ominously, the commercial's overall effect constructs her as much an object of surveillance in a continuous mobile panopticon as an active narrative agent or even a viewing subject.
It is significant that the shift to flat panel displays has coincided with the long-running fragmentation and dispersal of the traditional television audience, causing established firms in broadcasting and advertising to zealously pursue the increasingly mobile and elusive audience beyond the home. Recent moves by broadcast networks into an astonishing range of digital out-of-home media, including "captive audience" networks aimed at viewers trapped in elevators, taxi cabs, doctors' waiting rooms, public transportation terminals, gas pumps, and retail check out lines, have challenged television's traditional textual forms, viewing protocols, and economic models (BODDY, 2011: 76-101) . To the inevitable challenge of using existing technological platforms to promote advanced domestic display technologies -witnessed in the earlier launches of 3D TV, HDTV, and color TV -has been added the new difficulties of addressing dwindling network audiences equipped with digital video recorders, video on demand, and internet protocol TV, all serving to diminish the power of the traditional 30-second advertising spot. It's no accident that the marketing of flat panel TV sets has been marked by the prominent use of DVR-enabled interactive features, web-based viral campaigns, social media, and elaborate digital out-of-home campaigns. to the Eiffel Tower) (MARVIN, 1986: 206; SCHIVELBUSCH, 1988: 3 and Serbian poets, and Tesla delighted in spectacular demonstrations of high frequency electricity at scientific and public venues alike (MARTIN, 1992; NYE, 1990:382-83; MARVIN, 1998: 48) .
Selling the flat panel display
Arising Center offices (Aglow, The New Yorker, 1945: 20) . suited, as Gernback points out, for those for whom the effort of sitting up to watch television might be too strenuous.
